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How to trade, or not trade the upcoming bear market 

Several of our members have asked how one could best trade and prepare for the upcoming 

bear market. Therefore we wanted to share a special issue that deals with this. But, before 

we can dive into the different strategies we need to address the psychological aspects of a 

bear market first. 

In a bull market dips can be bought and sold at higher levels. In fact a bull market will let you 

out at a profit even if you bought high. The Bull therefore teaches market participants to 

become sloppy so to say: it doesn’t matter when or where you buy the market, profits are 

almost always a given. However, this strategy and psychology won’t work in a bear market. 

Dips will be sold even lower after a rip. Here one can’t buy and hold. This thus requires a 180 

degree different mentality. Most market participants will finally get in this correct state of 

mind when the market is about to bottom.  

So what can you do? Well, there are three methods: 

1) Go cash (least risk) 

2) Buy “Save heaven” assets that appreciate in bear markets (medium risk) 

3) Buy inverse ETFs, sell shorts, put options (high risk) 

The first method is easy, gives the least headache and is thus low risk: simple go in cash and 

wait the bear market out. We’ll tell you when to exit your long positions and when to go back 

in. This is the strategy that works best for the long term investors who don’t want to worry 

about bear market rips and dips. It conserves precious capital which at now lose can be 

reinvested a bit after the low is in. However, no money will be made with this strategy and 

assets should be parked in high yield savings accounts to enjoy (low) interest rates. 

The second type of position is to move into risk-off assets, which are often perceived being 

bonds, precious metals, and other possible investment vehicles. However, please note that 

these don’t always follow in lockstep and counter with the equities-only markets. In fact, gold 

for example was also sold off during the 2008-2009 bear market (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Gold vs SPX. Orange: gold down, SPX up. Red: gold down, SPX down. Green: gold up, SPX down. 

Yellow: Gold up, SPX up 
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What we learn from Figure 1 is that gold price and the equities-only market moved opposite 

only for a total of 6 years (green and orange areas). All other 14 years both moved in the 

same direction (red and yellow areas). Hence, it is not certain that gold will move up during 

the next bull.  

If we look at some bond market examples; take TLT (20 yr Treasury bond) and $USB (30 

year Treasury bond price), figure 2, we also see here that bonds don’t always rise in stock 

bear markets. From 1996 to mid-1998 they moved up together, then opposite until 2000, up 

together again for another 6 months, then opposite until the mid-2002 SPX price low etc. Also 

here no clear and clean pattern. 

Figure 2: Do bonds really move opposite to equity markets? 

 

Hence, the “common wisdom” that gold and bonds are the ideal “flight to safety”/risk off 

vehicles is really not true, so pick your “safe” assets very carefully.  
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The third strategy has investors exit long positions and enter inverse ETFs (such as SH, SDS, 

SPXU) and one can either ride those down to the bottom are trade them: buy at the (bear 

rip) tops and sell at the lows. This works also for shorts and put options. It’s the most lucrative 

way to make money fast as bears take the elevator down and bull the stairs up. The high risk 

lies in the fact that shorts can of course lose infinity amounts of money. Inverse ETFs, like 

regular ETFs can simple “only” go to zero; making one “only” loose entire positions. The high 

risk here lies in knowing when to enter and exit, similarly as longs. The added complexity are 

the bear market rallies, which can fool anybody into believing the ultimate price low is in. 

However, using our proven holistic, weight of the observable evidence strategy, we will have 

all the (internal) tell tales to suggest THE low is in or not. 

Figure 3. SDS moves opposite the SPX and twice as fast (it’s a 2x leverage ETF) 

 

Figure 2 shows the 2x inverse ETF called SDS. It’s been traded since mid-2006 and as we can 

observe, obviously moves opposite to the S&P500. Note how its price tripled at the price low 

made in 2007 to the price high in 2009, but also note the long wigs on the monthly candles: 

these are the bear market rips: huge rallies that make even the most stubborn bear and most 

accomplished short seller run for the exits. Hence, shorting and going full on inverse ETF is 

not for the faint of heart. 

  

  
Note the large 

wigs: big bear 

market rallies! 
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As such we recommend most to have a balanced position: mostly cash, some safe heavens 

and some investment vehicles that go up when the stock market goes down. If one were to 

put an allocation number on it: 50/20/30 sound right, but it’s up to each individual to find 

their comfort level. 

Last but not least, please remember that we’re at this point front running the market with 

this special update. Namely, nowhere have the markets told us a multi-year top is in place. 

In fact, our analyses show quite the contrary with much higher highs still expected, from as 

“low” as ~SPX2200 to as high as ~SPX2500. As such, shorting, buying gold, or going all cash 

should in our opinion not be exercised at this moment. 
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